
ADMISSION	BRANCH	

Notice	–Admission	to	PG	Courses	VII	

A. Following lists for PG courses that are offered in multiple colleges/ Departments will be 
displayed on the University website on 28th Dec 2020 (Monday) 
 

Course Admission 
List 

 Course Admission 
List 

MA Political Science Third List  M.Sc Chemistry Fifth List 

MA English Fourth List  M.Sc Botany Fifth List 

MA History  Fourth List  MA Philosophy Fifth List 

MA Urdu Fourth List  MA Psychology Fifth List 

MA Hindi Fifth List  MA/ M.Sc Statistics Fifth List 

MA/ M.Sc 
Mathematics 

Fifth List  Master in Operation 
Research 

Fifth List 

M.Sc Physics Fifth List  B.Ed Fifth List 

M.Com Fourth List    

 
B. The applicants can apply against this list latest by 5:00 pm of 29th Dec 2020. The 

payments against the list can be made latest by 11:59 pm of 30th Dec 2020. No further 
extension for applying and payment of fees will be given.  

C. All applicants who had applied for reallocation and seats are available in their higher 
preferred colleges will be reallocated to their higher preferred college only till the third 
list. As per the policy of Reallocation the applicants admission in the lower preferred 
college is cancelled and the applicant is allotted the higher preferred college. Applicants 
need to apply and pay the balance fees (if any) else their candidature will be cancelled.  

D. In case any vacant seats are left after the completion of this list the Departments will add 
applicants as per the merit on the dashboard. The applicants must apply immediately. The 
colleges/ Departments shall approve / reject such applicants within 24 hours and the 
applicants will get 24 hours after approval to make the payment. In case they do not apply 
within the stipulated time/ do not make the payment within the stipulated time their 
candidature will be cancelled immediately and the next applicant in the merit will be 
given a chance. NO REALLOCATION WILL HAPPEN IN AND AFTER FOURTH 
LIST. 

E. All the students are advised to keep checking their dashboards for any further updates.  
 

Dated: 28th Dec 2020 


